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LOUISVILLE
SEX SCANDAL
Sports Column by: Jack O'Reilly //Senior Staff Writer

+

Louisville
basketball's
it could mean the end
coaching staff has allegedly
of Louisville basketball as
been paying for escorts to
we know it because of how
dance and engage in sexual
the NCAA might handle
this situation.
acts with potential recruits
for the last five years. That's
There's simply no way
this scandal is 100 percent
the story emerging this week
from ESPN, who cites five
on a graduate assistant coach.
former recruits and a former
A 2014 SB Nation report
stripper in detailing parties
on assistant coaches says
that one player said were
that most assistant coaches
"like being at a strip club."
make $40,000 to $60,000 a
ESPN identified Andre
year. That may sound like a
Students discuss the prospect of a net-zero campus_at the Sustainability Cafe.
decent amount, but how can
McGee, a former graduate
Wednesday, Oct. 21, was · from waste cooking oil to environmentally oriented, bur
Kelly Colwell
assistant coach, as the man
a graduate assistant afford to
Asst. News Editor
Solid Green Day. Participants
fuel the facilities department's
"Clemson really makes a great who provided money directly
consistently turn a residence
who helped clean up campus
diesel engine trucks.
effort to keep us informed
to the strippers and to the
hall into a strip club? This
This week, Clemson
received T-shirts. Solid Green
Lee Hall III is one of the about their efforts to make
players so that they could
issue runs much deeper than
sustainable
is Clemson's anti-litter and
most sustainable buildings Clemson
University participated in its
as
purchase "services" from
one graduate assistant coach,
annual Sustainability Week.
on campus because it uses as possible and I do
environmental sustainability
the strippers . A recruit who
and that, coupled with the
On Monday, Oct. 19, there
campaign, started in February
42 geothermal wells 440 feet
appreciate that."
attended one of the parties
grossly immoral nature of
was a carbon footprint event at
of 2013. Reportedly, students
below ground to heat and cool
For
the
rest
of said that McGee "would
the allegations, could mean
the Wellness Zone at Fike, in
the building. This geothermal Sustainability Week, students
found out about Sustainability
what college sports fans
give us the money, just the
which participants calculated
week when approached by
energy is generated from heat can look forward to multiple
recruits. A bunch of us were
call the "Death Penalty"
their carbon footprint. This
students in green Clemson
from the Earth.
events: the Natural Heritage
smmg there while they
from the NCAA.
shirts and through flyers.
Clemson
uses
solar Garden Trail tour from 3:30
workshop came about last
The "Death Penalty"
danced. Then the players
spring in honor of Earth Day.
Last
year
during
energy for electricity in Fluor to 4:30 p.m. at the Bob
left, and the recruits chose
in collegiate sports has
Sustainability Week, Clemson
Daniel, the Life Sciences
Campbell
Museum,
the which one [of the dancers]
The Academic Success
only
happened
once,
Center (ASC) Special Programs
competed in against 450
Building, and will eventually solar decathlon house tour
they wanted." ESPN's report
to
Southern
Methodist
Coordinator
Christine
from 4:45 to 6 p.m. at the
other schools "Recycle Mania"
use it in Lee Hall III as well.
claims there were "nearly
University's football team
Murphy described last year's
to see who could reduce,
Additionally, Clemson has a Bob Campbell Museum,
two dozen stripping and sex
(yes, the same SMU that
workshop as "[including]
reuse and recycle the most
wind turbine testing facility a celebration of diversity
h ired Chad Morris) . From
parties from 20.10 to 2014
campus waste. Clemson has
in Charleston in order to
through inclusiveness talk
lots of information about the
inside Billy Minardi Hall,
the 1970s through the
Clemson Sustainability Plan,
a Net-Zero plan to be carbon
see how it can benefit the
from 7 to 10 p.m. at the
the on-campus dorm for
mid 1980s, SMU .boosters
amount of CO2 in the air and
neutral by 2030 regarding
college. Clemson also created
Union Bowling Alley and
athletes and other students,
developed a system of paying
why it mattered, info about
its emissions.
a sustainability minor ·in the · a documentary showing of named for Louisville 1nenY - players for their play with
the Solar House competition
Murphy said, "President
Cowspiracy from 7:30 to 10
spring of 2014.
basketball head coach Rick
envelopes stuffed with cash.
and an introduction to carbon
Barker was a charter signatory
Sophomore
marketing p.m. at the McKissick Theater
Pitino's late brother-in-law."
The NCAA responded by
The
footprint calculators.
to the Presidents' Climate
student Madeleine Kruener
in Hendrix on Thursday.
Louisville
Head
canceling SMU's entire 1987
workshop
on
Monday
Commitment, and Clemson
said ofClemson's commitment The week will end with a
Basketball Coach Rick Pitino
season, all four home games
to sustainability, "I do notice Sustainability Fair from 2 to 6
dealt just with the carbon
is a member of the Association
responded to the report
in 1988 and disallowed 55
footprint calculators."
for the Advancement of
the small things, like the
p.m. at the Amphitheater and
by saying, "[McGee] is the
scholarships over the next
The workshop was lead
Sustainability
in
Higher
reminders to turn off the lights
Carillon Gardens on Friday.
only one with any answers .
four years . SMU has had
by two STARs (Students
Education." To do so,
"Sustainability Week is
and the recycling bins across
Whether it's true or not, I
one winning season since,
Teaching
Academic
Clemson has turned to
campus. Clemson does a good
important because we want
don't know ... Everything
and they got off "light" for
Responsibility) who explained
alternative energy sources:
all students to leave Clemson
job of prominently displaying
else is absurd. I don't care
cooperating. Louisville seems
biodiesel, geothermal, solar
how to use the calculators and
its support of sustainability." with knowledge about this
about the legal issues. If he's
to have done something
how to minimize students'
and wind. Clemson currently
Kruener said she thinks her VERY important topic," . done something wrong, he
similar - except this time
carbon footprint.
produces its own biodiesel
native California is more according to Murphy.
has to own up to it and do his
the money was all in singles
penance." However, many
and was never supposed to
stay with the recruits.
sportswriters are not satisfied
with Pitino's response.
If Louisville sticks to
There's absolutely no
blaming
Andre
McGee
way Rick Pitino didn't know
and refuses transparency,
about this, and. if he did,
they could see a worse
that's soinehow an even
punishment. That's where
bigger problem. He is the
the impact on Clemson gets
executive of the basketball
muddy. It's a huge black
program; if he's unaware
eye for the ACC, which
of this type of outrageous
Louisville
only
recently
•
behavior, he ought to be
joined. Louisville basketball
immediately dismissed for
was the the school was
negligence and retire to that
accepted into the ACC. If
beach house in Idaho he
basketball is gone, the ACC
bought last year.
will be left with a mediocre
Calls
for
Pitino's
to-bad football
program
or resignation
dismissal
and a bunch of non-revenue
The Gantt Multicultural Center h9sted a forum last Tuesday to discuss the future of the center.
began immediately after
sports. Perhaps Clemson lost
ESPN reported its findings.
some promising recruits to
In
response,
Louisville's
the use of these escorts as
president
declined
to
way of motivation, but it's far
comment and its athletic
too early to tell. All we know
director
backed
Pitino's
right now is that Louisville is
claim of innocence. If these
in so much trouble that only
allegations are true, it won't
Joe Paterno and Penn State
just mean the end of Pitino
will be able to relate.
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GANTT CENTER LOOKS FORWARD
Open farum held to discuss the progression ef Clemson's diversiry programs

Charlotte Long
Contributor
The McKissick Theater
hosted the panel discussion
"Orange is the· New Black"
Tuesday
night,
which
covered
topics
ranging
from future expansion of
the multicultural center to
the functions and services
provided by the Gantt
Center. Students and faculty
participated in an open
forum to discuss the current
and future efforts to create
a more inclusive center on
campus for students.
The Gantt Multicultural
Center (GMC) places an
emphasis on diversity, which
communications
senior

please recycle THE

studies major Taylor King
defined prior to the event
as "a difference in groups,
such as their culture and
ethnicities."
Describing
diversity and the Gantt
Center's relationship to it
was a primary topic of the
panel discussion.
The first stand-alone
of Multiculn.iral
Office
Affairs was created in 1996
as a one-person operation. It
was moved to the Hendrix
Center in 2000, where it
adopted the title of the
"Gantt Center,"
named
after the first two African
American
students
to
attend Clemson.
The year 2009 served
as a pivotal point for the

TIGER
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development of the Gantt
Center as it merged with
the Center for Student
Involvement and retired its
name and specific functions.
This summer, however,
the GMC reformed and
opened its doors in Suite
602 as a subset of the Chief
Diversity Office.
The
GMC
now
provides cultural awareness
and
support
programs
primarily geared towards
underrepresented Clemson
students but extends its
services to faculty and
the Clemson community
as well.
When
asked
how
the Gantt Center could
improve, Brooke Redmond,

0
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a freshman animal and
veterinary science major,
noted that "more awareness ·
would help, because [I don't]
know where it is or what it is
supposed to do."
Panelist
Ahheia
Richardson,
executive
director of the GMC,
discussed
the
lack of
presence on campus and
awareness amongst students.
According to Richardson,
this is a result ·of an
understaffed GMC team as
well as a lack of "space to
grow" and necessary funds to
create a strong relationship
to campus.
The GMC is funded
with state dollars, unlike

See GANTT on page A2
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Donald Trump rallied supporters in Anderson last Monday

to attempt to secure his bid for the Republican nomination.

ANDERSON GETS TRUMPED
Matthew Stapleton
News Editor

Republican candidate
Donald Trump hosted a
rally in Anderson to garnet
support for his campaign
last Monday, Oct. 19.
According to Trump's own
Twitter, @realDonaldTrump,
7,943 people attended the
rally, breaking the record
for the most individuals in
Anderson's civic center at
one time.
Trump discussed many
issues during his rally,
including the national debt
crisis and election problems
involving PACs and funding.
'Tm
not
selling
myself to special interest
groups, insurance groups
or lobbyists," Trump told
the crowd.
The event was free
to the public and drew
many participants from the
surrounding
community.
Among
those
was
Patrick Brandt, a senior
bioengineering major from

•

Clemson.
"I thought he was an
exciting person just from
watching him on TV," said
Brandt, "but seeing him
in person was on another
level . . . he doesn't speak
like a politician, and I
love that, because I think
this country has enough
empty promises."
One of the key events
of the Trump rally was
a woman fainting in the
crowd. After the crowd
began to chant for a medic,
Trump responded, "She just
fainted. You know what?
That means she's excited ...
the ones who faint I love
the most."
According to Brandt,
"[Trump] knows how to fire
up a crowd and is genuinely
excited to run for president."
Trump also called out
other Republican candidates
for their low poll numbers,
including Senator Lindsey
Graham and mentioned his
ongoing dispute with former
Governor Jeb Bush over

former President George
Bush's handling of 9/ 1 l.
However, not everyone
was so excited over Trump's
Anderson
rally.
"He's
very outspoken . . . he says
whatever is on his mind,"
said
Chadwick
Wells,
a
senior
bioengineering
major. "He may have some
good ideas as far as the
economy goes, but he's too
outspoken and I don't think
he displays good leadership
qualities ... as of right now,
I don't support him or
his campaign."
Trump
also
made
national news on Monday
when he reques ted Secret
Service protection during his
campaign for the presidency.
Another
Republican
presidential hopeful, Ben
Carson,
also
requested
protection.
Homeland
Security
Secretary
Jeh
Johnson said they would not
receive this protection until
he was able to discuss the
issue further with five senior
members of Congress .

the majority of Clemson
organizations, which draw
from student activity fees.
It has a budget of $40,000,
compared to other Clemson
organizations
according
to Richardson, which are
budgeted at $145,000.
Panelist
Francisco
Gutierrez, a junior electrical
engineering
major
and
president
of Interested
Gentlemen of Lambda Theta
Phi, touched on the topic
of spacing. He explained
chat because of the lack of
space, "the Gantt Center
seems welcoming, but it
does not feel like home."
Gutierrez also spoke about
organization collaborations
and separate efforts on
campus to increase diversity,
informing the audience
that Latino fraternities and
sororities have recently been
launched, as well as major
specific Latino clubs.
Panelist
Ellen
Grandberg, the associate
provost for faculty affairs,

shared her op1mons on the
lack of staff, noting that
Clemson needs to "increase
the number of faculty
from
underrepresented
minority groups," but that
there is much work to be
done "on the recruitment
and retention" side of
things. This can be fixed
by "expanding the pool
of whom they recruit for
positions and being on the
map when people from
underrepresented minorities
are looking for jobs,"
according to Grandberg.
Upcoming
events
for the GMC include
November's
Trans*
Week of Remembrance,
December's Exam Week
Study Break, January's Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration,
February's
Attend
the
OutROAR
Speaker
Series,
March's
Alternative Spring Break,
April's
#PrideWeek I 6,
and
the
Donning
of
the Kente, an award for
African-American students.
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PLAYBOY LOSES THE NUDES

Editor in Chief

editor.thetigernews@gmail.com
ANNA BLAKE KEELEY

Associate Editor
associate].thetigernews@gmail.com

ANNA MALLARD
Managing Editor
Savannah N. Miller
Senior StajfWriter
Since
the
1950s
Playboy, the adult magazine
and franchise, has packed
both the shelves and under
the-bed shoeboxes with
revealing covers and X-rated
centerfolds.
Last
week,
company
however,
the
announced a permanent end
to its infamous nude photos.
Hugh Hefner, the Editor
in Chief, and Cory Jones,
an editor, met recently
to discuss the future of
the magazine, concluding
that the evolution of the
Internet and social media
has
necessitated
this
major change.
The
magazine
previously
catered
to
millions of subscribers, but
reported numbers indicate
only 800,000 subscribers
remain. Sales and profits
are down thanks to online
pornography sites, which
often allow users to watch
and
download
sexual
videos and images for free.
Why, then, would readers

subscribe to Playboy when
there are other, more
convenient resources for
sexual entertainment?
The company sees this
change as a way to appeal
to younger readers and
audiences. They want to
target the modern city man:
someone always on the go
and looking for quick, easily
accessible satisfaction.
So what does this mean?
For feminists, this may
(initially) seem like a victory
for women's rights and a
step toward de-sexualizing
the female body.
But it's not.
The
re-dressing
of
Playboy
models
means
nothing;
these
women
will still wear provocative
clothing and poze in the
same sexual way. Clothed
or not, women are being
objectified in this literature
and being used for their
bodies instead of personality
or intellect. This is not
an attempt on the part of
Playboy to stay en vogue
with feminism. It's simply a
marketing scheme.

managing.thetigernews@gmail.com

If anything, sales will
continue
to
plummet
because Playboy will no
longer be unique. Come
February when the pictures
are no longer X-rated,
Playboy will offer nothing
new to readers they're
not already getting from
similar magazines like GQ
and Maxim. ·
The company has stayed
afloat this long because
it's a household name.
Everyone knows the bunny
ears logo and what they
represent: sex. But there
isn't a way for Playboy
to stay alive in the 21st
century in its current form.
Though it has expanded
across the globe since
it was serialized in the
50's,
expansion
has
slowed
considerably
and will inevitably face
downsizing as interest fails to
meet the cost of production
around the world. In
a few years it will only
be
remembered
as
a
small
part
of
the
sexual
entertainment
industry's history.
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In 2000, Playboy was worth an
estimated $1 billion.
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There are over 4,000 movies in
Hugh Hefner's "private collection." ~Hefner owns 112 pairs of silk
paJamas.
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GETTING BACK ON T ACK
Investing in rail is investing in the future
Krystal Yaeger
Columnist
United
The
States
railroad was once the pinnacle
of
American
industrial
achievement. The country
that claimed a continent had,
at last, built the technological
infrastructure necessary to
traverse it. However, since
the advent of the highway
system, America's railways
have declined. Amtrak, the
passenger rail system, is more
often the butt of a joke than
a competitive option for
travelers. In comparison to
Berlin, London and Paris, the
railways in major US cities are
inefficient and ailing. Budget
cuts and crippling legislation
have created a system where
traveling domestically by rail
costs more and takes longer
than car, bus and ofren plane.
Americans are missing out
by not utilizing passenger
rail to its fullest potential.
Passenger rail is efficient for
the environment, builds the
economy and can provide
mobility
for
thousands
of Americans.
While the exact amount
ofenergy saved by rail travel is
disputed, well-used passenger
rail has enormous potential
to cut down on emissions
and waste. On some level
it's obvious: instead of 100
people commuting in 100
cars that consume gas,
increase congestion, and
require spaces for parking, the
rail acts as the largest possible

carpool. For American cities
like New Orleans, Atlanta,
and D.C. (all infamous
for
either
inefficient
or
nonexistent
public
transportation),
expansion
and increased funding for
rail could be transformative.
Having
dependable
rail
systems would drastically
cut traffic congestion and
emissions within those cities.
As leaders gather to combat
the environmental cns1s,
rail is an option that should
remain open.
Secondly, rail expansion
can and does boost the
American
economy.
According to the Department
of Commerce cited in this
year's National Association
of Railway Passengers report,
20,000 jobs are created for
each one million spent on
rail. This year, as Amtrak
suffers from budget cuts
and faces the challenge of
maintaining services without
the funding to replace its
long aged rail fleet, it is
obvious that revitalization of
America's rail infrastructure
is overdue. Furthermore,
the National Association of
Railway Passengers estimates
that congestion costs the
US economy $121 million
annually. Money speaks,
and it points to more jobs
and reduced costs with
rail investment.
Finally, public transit in
general grants mobility for
thousands of Americans for
whom cars are not an option.

For some the costs of car
ownership are too high: gas,
insurance and maintenance
add to already mounting
bills. Thousands of others
have disabilities that prevent
them from driving, and as
our population ages, this
demographic will only grow.
By expanding intercity and
transcontinental
passenger
rail, we would be granting
mobility to that section of
the population. Currently, a
30-minute driving commute
to work can be a three
hour ordeal via America's
patchwork public transit
system. Using rail to fix
that system could grant the
mobility that many working
Americans need to get ahead.
Of course, cost has
always been the biggest
argument
against
rail
investment. If unused, the
environmental and mobility
benefits of rail are minimal.
However, the demand for
public transit will only
increase as congestion and
the eventual return of high
gas prices force Americans
to seek other transportation
options. For every dollar
invested in rail, money
returns through savings in
congestion, job creation,
and access to mobility.
Right now, the sorry state
of America's railways is
hurting the environment,
the economy,and the people.
Reorienting towards rail is
something we cannot afford
not to do.

Saturday morning and
these sl)eets are definitely
not yours. Not only is your
special blanket not present,
there's an arm over your
waist and the smell of old
Chinese food lingering in
the room.
You haven't showered,
and you live across campus,
but there's no way around it.
You have to take the
Walk ofShame.
After a night of going
out, it's not uncommon to
wake up in someone else's
bed. The night before seemed
so carefree ... you didn't think
about where you put your
keys or exactly how far away
your apartment is, but now
you have to find a way to get
back home. For a lucky few,
their hookup might have a
car and enough empathy to
will drive them right up to
their front stoop. But in the
worst of scenarios, the Walk
of Shame is cold and (would
you guess?) shameful.
I first encountered the
Walk of Shame on a college
tour my senior year of high
school. Trying not to try to
hard, we all strove to look
cool for all the college kids.
Then, a girl in a tight
red dress, hair pulled up and
high heels in hand sauntered
right through our group.
The tour guide calmly kept
talking while all the high
schoolers exchanged a mutual
look of shock that said, "You
guys saw that right? College is
SO cool!"
Parents, on the other
hand, were horrified that
their children might go to
a school where things like
this happened. But here's
the thing: everyone, at some
point in his or her life, will

do or has done the Walk
of Shame.
So now that we've
established
the
mutual
humiliation we share with
each other, here are the three
biggest tips on how to avoid
the full blown embarrassment
that comes with the Walk.
One: bring a t-shirt
with you. If you're a boy, it's
much easier to get away with
wearing a t-shirt out. If you
can, by all means do it.
However, if you're a girl,
tuck a t-shirt in your purse.
It is much less embarrassing
to walk home in jeans and a
tee than it is to walk home
in a brightly colored chiffon
shirt with beer stains down
the front.
Two: create a system
amongst your friends for
emergency rides home in
the morning. Your friends
are much more likely to pick
you up if they know that
you'll do the same for them
the next time they get into a
similar situation.
And three: plan ahead.
Decide to bring a purse filled
with overnight essentials if
you go out with the mindset
of sleeping in a different bed
that night. It's much easier to
deal with confused glances at
your go-bag than it is to deal
with looks of disdain.
You can own your walk
home with these basic tips,
so that you make it back to
your own bed looking in one
piece. As much fun as it is to
walk home with your heels in
hand and makeup smeared,
take my advice to avoid
total humiliation.

xoxo,
CleMSon Carrie Brads
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The Tiger is an independent organization
comprised ofmany individuals. The
opinions expr<SSed by any article may
not necessarily represent the views ofThe
Tiger Newspaper, Clemson University or
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The Tiger would like to issue a
formal apology to Nicholas Finch,
whose image was improperly used
in "When Good Fans Go Bad." The
image seemed to imply he was acting
inappropriately during a Clemson
football game. However, that was not
The Tiger's intent.
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Running back Wayne Gallman (9) celebrates with his teammates after scoring a touchdown against Wofford at home in Death Valley. The Tigers play Miami this Saturday.

-t
Leading the best rushing attack the Clemson Tigers have seen in years, starting rwming back
Wayne Gallman is leaving it all on the field This laid-back sophomore is vicious of the gridiron,
averaging almost 100 rushing yards per game and over nve yards per carry. Among the best in the
nation at his position, Gallman plans on "holding nothing back" in 2015.
Stephen Krupka

much as I was back then, but I

favorite

Asst. Sports Editor

love playing games.

Clemson 'rigcr?

moment

as

SK: You're averaging over five WG: Really just listening

STEPHEN KRUPKA:

yards per carry and you had
three straight 100 -y.1rd games.

\'v'hen you're not practicing or
working out, what do you like
to do in your free time?

success?

WAYNE GALLMAN:

WG..

I started to really learn how
to rest and you know, get my
body back. I like to work out,
play video games, hang out
with my friends and that's
pretty much it. I pretty much
play everything [videogames] .
I'm waiting for that new Star
Wars game to come out. I
wouldn't say I'm a gamer as

To what do you attribute your

Practice, habits and

J

SK:
to

the

crowd when I run and make a
certain type of play - how the
crowd just booms. I really heard
that at the App State game.
That's my favorite moment:
just being out there on the field
and hearing the crowd.

really staying focused and you
getting into the plan of what

SK: Do you have any personal

the coaches said before the

and team goals for the second
half of rhe season?

game. You know, just playing
all out to know what I can do.

SK:

What has

been your

anything back.
Do you have ,my
pregame rituals? lf so, what
are they?

WG: No pregame ritual, man.
I'm just truly a laid-back type
of dude. Like, you'll catch me
smiling, laughing and joking
around before the game, but
once I come down the hill,
that's when I turn it on.

SK: If you could compare your
playing style to that of an NFL
running back, who would it be?

That's hard. I don't
WG: Just not holding nothing WG:
think anyone really, but I have

back, man. We still got a long
stretch to go, so I'm not holding

running backs that I like that

I watch. AP, Jamaal Charles,
Marcus Allen - running backs
in that order.

SK:

With Clemson football
winning 14 straight home
games, a school record,
what ,tdvantage do you
think playing in
Death
Valley provides?

WG:

It provides really just
a fan base, man. You know,
the teams that come in here,
they know they can't really
do anything much except
overcome the crowd. It's
actually one of the biggest
things
that
we've
got.
So
the
fan
base
is
really
what
Death
Valley provides.

SK:

This
weekend's
marchup against Miami is
only the second away game
of the season. Do you have a
road playlist?

WG:

I'm an R&B type of
dude when it comes to music.
But I listen to rap too. I listen to
pretty much anything. Future,
Fetty Wap to Trey Songz and
Jeremih.

SK:

If you could tell one
thing directly to the Clemson
Family, what would you
tell them?

WG: That we thank them, and
you know, just keep supporting us
and we'll keep supporting them.

CLEMSON TO FACE AMIAMI STORM
Matthew Bridges

fan base, even in the rain, to

Contributor

help them succeed. However,
when the Tigers travel down to
Miami this weekend to play the
Hurricanes, the tides will turn
against them.
In Clemson's only away
game this season, the Louisville
Cardinals certainly gave them
a run for their money. In a
hard fought game, Clemson
barely squeaked out a 20-17
victory, their lowest scoring
performance of the season. The
Clemson football defense is very
young, so that road test was a
huge stepping stone for building
experience and confidence for
future away games.
Miami
shouldn't
be
overlooked, as they have won
all of their home games this
season. Their only bad loss of
the season was a 34-23 loss to

Halfway through the
regular season, the Clemson
team has attained a perfect
6-0 record and is comfortably
sitting at a No. 6 ranking in
the nation. With six games
remaining, Clemson has plenty
of time to keep proving the
doubters wrong. However, a
loss to any of the remaining six
teams could knock the Tigers
out of playoff contention.
Clemson's next game against
the 4-2 Miami Hurricanes
on Saturday is crucial in
order for the Tigers to keep
building momentum.
With five oftheir six games
this season in Death Valley,
Clemson has used a raucous
and extremely supporting

Cincinnati in Ohio, and they
suffered a heartbreaking 29-24
defeat to a No. 12 Florida State
team in Tallahassee.
While Miami is a great
football team, Clemson has
been on a tear this whole season
with a perfect record, including
a 24-22 win to a No. 6 ranked
Notre Dame team. Over their
last two games, the Tigers have
compiled an incredible I ,069
total yards, making it obvious
that this offense is starting to
click on all cylinders.
There are several players
to keep an eye on this weekend.
Deshaun Watson is always a
key factor in the outcome of
games, and Artavis Scon will
look to impress his home state
and his favorite team as a child.
Also, DJ Reader, a defensive
tackle for Clemson, decided

to come back to play with the
Tigers this week after leaving
the team in August for personal
reasons. He may not play
this weekend, but look for
him to be a factor down the
road in this stout Clemson
defense. Miami quarterback
Brad Kaaya is a very talented
athlete who has 10 touchdowns
and only one interception
on the season. Also, Miami's
Joseph Yearby is a dynamic
running back that has racked up
5 I 7 yards and five touchdowns.
With Clemson playing
away the next two weekends,
most of the Clemson faithful
will have to provide moral
support for their beloved
Tigers. Be sure to tune i
nto ABC this Saturday at 12
p.m. to watch Clemson take on
the Hurricanes in Miami!

Artavis Scott (3) catches a pass against Georgia Tech.
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just .09 behind Watson.
Both Watson and Kaaya are
excellent quarterbacks, but
only one could throw his team
out of the game, and it's not
the guy leading Miami.

ED:

Elaine Day

Contributor

MARK
SINGER:'

In anticipation of this
weekend's
match up
in
South Florida, The Tiger
went behind enemy bylines
to talk to the sports
editor of Miami's student
The
Miami
newspaper,
Hurricane,
to
get an
opponent's view on the
game.

ELAINE DAV: Brad
Kaaya and Deshaun Watson
are arguably two of the
ACC's top quarterbacks
this season. How would
you argue for Kaaya over
Watson?

JoeMcGrail
Contributor
With a highly touted
match-up against Notre Dame
and the perennial trap game
against Georgia Tech both in
the books for the Clemson
T1gers, the Tigers clinching
a spot in the College Football
Playoffon New Year's Eve is no
longer a pipe dream.
At the half.way point
in the season, the weekly
Associated Press poll has
ranked the top 10 teams in
college football.
As of now, these rankings
do not mean anything in
terms of the final playoff
selections, with the first
official CFP rankings set to
be released on November 3.
However, it may be time for
the Clemson fuithful to look
ahead at the teams around
them in order to get a glimpse
of where they will fall at noon
on December 6 when the four

Kaaya's had
to deal with injuries to key
receivers and an inexperienced
offensive line (22 combined
starts entering the season),
but he's still leading the ACC
in total offense and passing
yards per game. Watson is
at or beyond Kaaya's level in
many categories, but Kaaya
has a significant edge in the
decision-making department.
Kaaya has thrown just one
interception compared to
seven for Watson, and that's
on 49 more attempts than the
Tigers' quarterback. Kaaya
isn't some game-manager,
either. He's averaging 8.2 yards
per pass attempt this season,

I think most people
would argue that limiting
Florida State to a five-point
victory is a success in and
of itself. What is the general
feeling amongst Miami fans
about the outcome that game?
How do you think it prepared
your team to face Clemson?

MS:

The fans are tired of
losing close games ro good
teams,
especially against
Florida State. Miami's lost
to FSU six consecutive times
now. The Hurricanes were
every bit as good as the
Seminoles in the second half,
but the team was thoroughly
outplayed in the first half.
The Hurricanes have yet to
maintain a high level of play
throughout a whole game
this season. The two main
takeaways a&er the game
were: why can't this team play
a complete game, and Dalvin
Cook is unfair.
The FSU game was

teams in the playoff will be of the polls in regard to the
officially announced.
bottom six in the top ten.
Within
the
current Prior to the Michigan game,
top four, the second-ranked the Michigan State Spartans
Baylor Bears are set to fuce
dropped five spots in the polls
in two weeks a&er close wins
off against the fourth-ranked
TCU Horned Frogs before the against unranked opponents.
season's end. The losing team of Therefore, this weekend,
this game is sure to be dropped · it is highly important that
out of the playoff race. The Clemson hands Miami a
reigning national champion decisive loss on the road in
and current first-ranked Ohio
order to rry to move up in the
polls, as the bottom half ofthe
State Buckeyes are also set to
play both Michigan State and
top ten may be in flux .
a still dangerous Michigan
While
everything,
team. And with Ohio State including this poll, is complete
seeming to struggle against conjecture at this point in
the season, there are some
unranked opponents thus
fur this season, it is fur within things Tiger fans need to keep
the realm of possibility that in mind.
If
Ohio State or
the reigning champs could be
downed in the regular season,
Michigan State can continue
to win and finish as Big Ten
dashing their chances at the
champions, a playoff spot
final four as well.
It would seem that the might be guaranteed based
Tiger's biggest threat to being on the strength of their record
knocked out of the Playoff against ranked opponents. The
(in terms of poll voting)
same can be said for the likes
of LSU and Alabama, whose
comes from the fickleness
looming mat~-up may decide
the SEC champion.
If either can survive the
onslaught of the bulk of their
SEC opponents and take the
SEC crown, a playoff spot may
be locked up as well. The only
way a Southeastern Conference
team might not make the
playoff the way things have
gone so fur is if the SEC can
continue to cannibalize itself
and the conference champion
finishes with two losses.
This said, one loss for any
of the previously mentioned
teams will not neccessarily
keep them from a spot in the
playoff. This is why a perfect
season is the best (and possibly
only) chance the Clemson
Tigers could find themselves in
the Orange or Cotton Bowl.

C.Ollege Football trophy will be presented to winner ofplayoffs.

With the steep drop off

Miami's
first
real
test
against a great run defense.
The Seminoles held the
Hurricanes to just 20 yards
on the ground, and Clemson
is even better at stopping
the run than FSU. That's
going to be a major challenge
for Miami. Running backs
Joseph Yearby and Mark
Walton also struggled against
Virginia Tech, and the team
tried out different offensive
line combinations in practice
on Tuesday. Kaaya is great,
but he can't beat Clemson by
himself.

ED:

What is Miami's biggest
key to a victory on Saturday?

Turnovers.
Miami
boasts the best turnover
margin in the country at
plus-13, while Clemson is
tied for 81st out of 128 teams
at minus- I. The Hurricanes
weren't able to generate a
turnover in the FSU game,
but they will have to get a few
takeaways to beat the Tigers.
Defensive back Artie Burns
has five interceptions a&er
getting two against Virginia
Tech, and Miami as a team
has 11 picks along with four

m the ACC a&er Clemson
and Florida State, a loss
by either team down the
stretch of this season could
eliminate the ACC from
contention. If things go as
projected, the ACC's two
juggernauts should remain
undefeated which will then
in all likelihood be a matchup
of top ten teams. The winner
would ensure themselves
as division champions and
set themselves up to fuce a
possibly top 25 ranked Coastal
division champion in the
ACC championship. Despite
the inherent necessity of a
conference championship, a
third win against a ranked
opponent also would do
wonders on a playoff resume.
An undefeated Clemson
boasting two victories over top
ten teams, coupled with a third
win against a ranked opponent
and an ACC championship
would be hard to look over
for a spot in the final four.
However, there is a lot of
season left to be decided, and
a big victory by anyone else in
the top ten may be enough to
surpass Clemson in the CFP
voting committee's eyes in the
coming weeks.
Yet, college football is
and always has been a system
of continuously moving parts,
and the rankings may change
entirely from this week to next.
These are all important factors
that need to be considered as
the weeks go on, but for now,
Clemson, as a team and a fun
base, needs to focus on a strong
showing against a potent
Hurricanes team and even an
upset amongst the rest of the
top ten.
But for now, the state of
Clemson's College Football
Playoff push is strong.

fumble recoveries. Miami
will need to be at least plus2 in the turnover column on
Saturday to pull off the upset.

a willingness to take more
chances down the field the
last few games, so the Tigers ·
have to be aware of Coley at
all times.
Linebacker
Raphael
Who are some key
Kirby would be a player
players that Clemson fans
to watch for; but Miami's
should know about going
leading tackler tore up
into Saturday's matchup?
his right knee against
Virginia Tech and is out
for the season. He was the
Burns is shaping up to
unquestioned leader of the
be the next great defensive
defense, and now he's the
back out of Miami. He has . third linebacker Miami's
the size (6'0", 197 pounds)
lost for the season due to
and the speed (4.38 40an injury. Without Kirby,
yard dash) to compete with
there's even more pressure
any receiver. He's also an
on the defensive line to
accomplished hurdler in
keep Watson in check.
track and field. Burns will
Defensive
linemen
Al- ·
have his hands full with
Quadin Muhammad, Chad
Artavis Scott, but Watson
Thomas and Trent Harris are
should be careful throwing
all playing well right now, so
his way.
look for them to prevent a
Wide receiver Rashawn
few big gains by Watson.
Scott has been Kaaya's most
reliable option, and Stacy
Coley is starting to turn it on
Score prediction?
a&er some early injuries. Scott
is the typical veteran receiver
• It's tempting to say
that runs routes well and
doesn't make many mistakes.
this is the game Clemson
Coley, when healthy, is an
pulls a Clemson and coach
explosive playmaker. He's no
Al Golden finally gets his
Sammy Watkins or Phillip
signature win, but I'll play
Dorsett, but Coley is a big
it safe and go with the Tigers
play threat. Kaaya has shown
31-20 over the Hurricanes.

ED:

M,S:

ED:
.
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Offense lifts soccer team over Eagles
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
The No. 4 Clemson
men's soccer team returned
to Historic Riggs Field on
Tuesday evening to take on
Georgia Southern. With the
regular season nearing its close
and ' the ACC tournament
approaching quickly, it was
necessary for the Tigers to take
care of business against their
unranked opponent and make
a statement.
The first half did not
bring about that statement.
It was a slow stare for the
Tigers and Head Coach
Mike Noonan accredited

this to "a hangover after an
emotional win over Syracuse
on Saturday." Even though
the Tigers attempted a total of
IO shots in the first half, none
of them found their way into
the back of the net. They also
allowed Georgia Southern to
shoot 10 times as well, four of
which were on goal. The two
teams entered the half tied
at 0-0.
However, the Tigers
got things going quickly in
the second half. In the 52nd
minute, Austin Burkinel took
possession of the ball after a
turnover by the Eagles and
slid it home for his fi&h goal
of the season to give Clemson

a 1-0 lead. Georgia Southern
made it interesting again when
they scored only a minute
later off of a deflection from
the Clemson keeper to tie the
match at 1-1.
Clemson's
offense
stepped up again, though,
when TJ Casner scored off a
shot from about 20 yards out
in the 61st minute. This was
Casner's seventh goal of the
season and, once again, gave
the Tigers the lead. In the
64th minute, Austin Burkinel
scored his second goal of the
match to solidify Clemson's
3-1 lead.
A&er the offense stepped
up, the defense did as well.

They allowed only five shots
in the second half and snuffed
out any chance Georgia
Southern had of a comeback
victory. Even though it was a
shaky stare, the Tigers showed
they were superior to their
opponent and found a way to
win convincingly. As Noonan
said, "It isn't about the result;
it is about the process of
getting better."
The Tigers will return
to Historic Riggs Field on
Friday, Oct. 23, to take on
Boston College and Noonan
insisted the team "better find
[their) purpose by Friday
night" as they take on a tough
ACC opponent.
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Puerto R.ican actress and M.1ss l:Jt1iversc 1998 second runner-up,Joyce Giraud, once said, "I 1hust be, cry cl a. 1i1 onl tlung
Being a
pageant girl is not who I am or what defines me." People conceive pageant girls/beauty queens as catty, ,ain or malicious, but what are
they really like behind TV's stereotypes? We sat down with Clemson student, Miss South Carolina 2013 and 1\-liss \n1erica Top seven
contestant Daja Dial, and she shattered every negative thought you could have about a pageant contestant. Read on as she shares her
upbringing, the false notions of pageant contestants and more!
TIME OUT ITOJ: Why did you enter It,

p

-. ,

DAJA DIAL mm: 2010 is the first time I competed in a pageant. I was a
teen contestant and it's funny - I definitely fell into this crazy world
ofpageantry. My younger cousin was competing in a preliminary, I was
a track athlete and a cheerleader in high school and we were coming
back from a state competition. I literally was dressing in the car on the
way back from Columbia to Spartanburg to watch her compete. And
afi:er the pageant, someone came up to my mom about me and said,
"She is beautiful; she needs to be competing." I entered a pageant the
next weekend, and won! [Laughs] So I definitely had no idea what I
was getting myself into. And here we are five years later with me being
Miss South Carolina.

TO: Since that random moment, did you alway, dream of being a
pageant girl!

DD: It was definitely a step outside of my comfort zone. I had never
heard of Miss South Carolina or Miss America, and I wasn't into that
at all. Even when I was first competing, it was all about the scholarship
money for me. I knew that I wanted to go to Clemson, and somehow
it was going to have to get paid for [laughs], so that was the goal in
the beginning - to do as well as I can to get as much scholarship
money as I can. Then I recognized the value of competing and what
I was gaining. The networking, which was one of the biggest aspects
of it with the people you get to meet, so I realrzed how special and
important it was.

TO:

How would you describe your journey from Miss Greenville
County to making 1op ~even of Miss Ammca?

DD: Before I actually won Miss South Carolina, I was definitely one
who was thankful for how far I got. The year before I won, I was second
runner-up and I thought that was amazing; the year before that, I got
Top 10 and I couldn't have been any happier. And then to win was a
completely different feeling. Although I knew that I wanted to be Miss
South Carolina and wanted to go to Miss America, you're never truly
prepared until it happens. And then a few weeks later, I'm whisked
off to Atlantic City, so you don't have time to process it at all, until
everything has happened and you're like, ''Wait a minute . . . that
just happened."

TO: What is it like I ding up to the day ofthe Mlss America pageant?
DD: It is so crazy. We're there for two weeks, and for the first week, we
don't see daylight. We rehearse from wee hours in the morning to late
night, then we go to dinner and have an appearance, but by then the
sun has gone down. The second week, you have a few days and then
you start the competition on Monday. Interviews begin, but there's
no onstage portion, Tuesday rolls around, the last group of interviews
go and then we begin onstage. It's crazy how the week goes because
preliminaries go out, in which I won the swimsuit preliminary the first
night, along with some other awards. Then, the atmosphere begins
to shifr - not in a negative way, it just gets real and people realize
that we're here to compete for Miss America. Thursday is the last day
of preliminaries, and then Friday and Saturday are chill days. So you
have two days to sit back on everything you've done, but you don't
want to pick yourself apart because you don't know if you've made the
cut. It's interesting because it's all fun, but then the second week rolls
around and it's more serious. You can tell that a shifr has come, but
that's OK it's the competitiveness ofit all. And then Sunday comes and
you realize, "Holy smokes, they're going to cut 52 women down to 15."
You just cross your fingers and hope that you make it. It goes from nice
and easy to a little stressful.

your abilities to work a crowd, along with how they react to you. You
have to develop what you're speaking on to cater to that crowd, because
when you go to an elementary school from 4K to fifth grade, you learn
how to work it out a bit. I think it's so much practice, that I hit the stage
and that's the last of my worries.
·

TO: Are there any secret "rituals," or traditions that you or other
pageant girls have to do before a pageant?

DD:

[Laughs] One of the biggest ones probably across all pageant
platforms is rigp.t before the final show when you're practicing where
the runners-up go. But you NEVER crown a winner. So you may have
a fake fourth through first runner-up, but you never pick a winner out
of the girls who are competing, because that's bad mojo. So it's always
someone from the production team or the choreographer, but it's
never someone actually competing, because that's bad mojo. [laughs]
We crowned our female choreographer 12 times as the winner. That's
probably the only thing that is widespread across all pageants.

TO: And

what's a stereotype of the pageant life that you'd like
to debunk?

DD: There are probably a few. The "pageant wave" -

we don't wave
like that; we just wave. That's definitely one thing. The cattiness, people
always perceive us that way. And like I said before, the atmosphere does
change, but it's not a negative thing. You're just competitive. You came
here to win and that's OK But it's not 'Tm going to trip you up so you
can full and not win." [laughs] It's definitely none of that. We appreciate
that we're there with 52 great women who have done great things for
our country. And especially for Miss America, it's not only about
beauty. That's the last thing it's about. It's about service and scholarship
because we want our young women to succeed, and they provide the
opportunity to do that. I don't think that I would've been able to go to
college ifl hadn't started to compete and ifl had gone, I would be in so
much debt. Now, afi:er Miss South Carolina and Miss America, I will
graduate from Clemson absolutely 100 percent debt-free.

TO: That's dennitely the college dream!
DD: [laughs] Yes! I litecally just got chillbumps because that made all
of these years of hard work and the times that I didn't win, even not
winning Miss America, worth it. When I leave here next year and I
walk across that stage, I will not have any money to pay back. My
parents are really happy about that one! [laughs]

TO:

How have your fumily and friends been through this
whole Journeyt

DD: They have been amazing. My fumily was there almost as long as I
was in Atlantic City; we were there for 14 days and they were there 10.
So they definitely have been extremely supportive. I can't even thank
them enough, and Clemson as well. Oernson has been so good to me.
President Clements called me to check in with me in Atlantic City and
would text me "How's it going? We're so proud ofyou!"This [Clemson]
family that we have is so supportive, and so is the stare in general. Weve
had a lot tragedy go on this year, and one ofmy goals was to be a part of
the mending and healing in our state. It's been amazing to see our state
come together in these tragedies and these triumphs with the things
that I was able to do, especially with having our state's name called so
many times on that stage. I think that was a pride that we needed, and
I'm so glad to have been a part ofthat.
TO: How, if at all, has your life changed since becoming Miss South

TO: As someone who is a Oemson Tiger, what do you love the most
about Tigenown>
DD:

It's that fumily and that camaraderie. Even stepping outside
of Clemson, South Carolina, if you are anywhere in the world and
another Tiger sees the Tiger Paw on your luggage, which happened to
me - I had tiger paws on my luggage and a man came up to me, got
my luggage for me and was helping me in. It's just that camaraderie that
is so fur beyond anything I could imagine; the Oernson Family is true,
it's real when we say it and if people don't understand it, it's because they
haven't been here to experience it.

TO: What has been the most sari.dying thing about getting
represent om state>

to

DD: The most satisfying, but really "humbling" is the word I want to
use, thing about representing our state was getting to go to Columbia
this past week and get into some ofthose areas that hadn't been reached
to hand out food and water and clothes and supplies. Really, that has
nothing to do with Miss South Carolina; it was just a people thing, a
South Carolinian thing and had nothing to do with my title. I didn't
wear any ofthat - not my crown or sash, because it wasn't about that.
It was about going out there, getting my hands dirty and helping my
brothers and sisters. That's probably been the most rewarding thing I've
done this whole year and I've got nine months left, but I'm sure that
will stay in the top.

TO:Wh.'I
DD: I've

tool, ti

do then. u

foK}O
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got some awesome opportunities! A few months ago, I
was named a celebrity cabinet member for the National American
Diabetes Association, so I'll be working with them along with 16
other celebrities like Cedric the Entertainer, Patti LaBelle and Lil Jon,
real celebrities who represent the face and voice ofAmerican Diabetes
Association. My platform is diabetes, so there are going to be some
awesome opportunities coming from that. Maybe doing some things
with other celebrities who are famous diabetics and just doing what I
can to serve our state. 10,000 appearances, but that's want I want to do
and am here to do.

TO: You were named the third African-American Miss South Carolina.
What Jot"> that m

1

o ;ou

DD: It's along the same lines as when I told people that I was the first
black woman to be crowned Miss Clemson University.It's falling in that
same line ofme understanding what it means, which is so much more
that I even think I realize. It means that we've come so fur, but we have
fur to go. It's just me continuing to pave the road that Kimberly Aiken
and Crystal Garrett paved for me before. Weve gotten this fur, and it's
up to me to continue that so someone else can do the same. And it's not
just about color-it's not a black and white issue; it's a people issue and
it's about letting women know that they have this opportunity. Llke I
said before, I didn't know anything about Miss South Carolina or Miss
America. If I can continue to get that out and let people know about
it, more women can graduate debt-free. [laughs] Not just that, more
women can make a difference and know that they have the ability to
make a difference and have the ability to go to college, which they may
not have had before.

so

TO: And if you could ~ay one thing to the Clemson rommunity, what
would it h ·•

DD: I would say, thank you first and foremost. I would say that I'm ever
loyal, and GO TIGERS!

Carolina?

DD: Holy smokes, my life has completely 180-ed. The opportunities

TO: Huw Jo you handle the stress

of being onBtage, since public

p,. &kin Is afear du1t m ,ny haver

DD: I guess because I've had so much practice, I don't get stressed out
or nervous anymore. I can remember when I first started out, I did
have that fear that so many do. I think thar over the years I've so much
practice and so many people have come up to me and say, "Hey, I need
you to speak for 30 minutes about 'XYZ"' when I wasn't supposed to
and you go, "OK, gotcha!" I think that there are so many situations
where you're thrown into it, and you learn how to work a crowd and

that I've received, I can't even really understand them yet because I have
nine months lefi:. But the people that I've met, the job opportunities
that could come from the people I've met. It's the recognition that you
get, but again, I have to take it back to the networking, because we all
know that it's not what you know; but who you know. This platform
has given me the opportunity to meet people that I would've never
been able to meet before, and they're going to be able to help me set up
my life post-Miss South Carolina, because this isn't forever. This is just
the stepping stone which you can use to catapult yourself in life. You
have the chance to capitaliz.e on it, and I'm definitely try.ing to do so.

For the whole
interview with Daja,
goto
thetigernews. com.I

-------------------•·-_.I'-:,
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THE WORST OF NETFLIX: ICETASTROPHE
Nathan Goodroe
Senior Staff Writer

N

DESrRUCIJONIIEIGNS.

etflix has a
strangely
large
collection
of
weather-related
disaster movies. The
classics like "Sharknado" and
"Sharknado 2" are present
along with many other
SyFy Channel originals. I
chose to watch and review
"Icerasrophe" out of the
dozen or so for rwo main
reasons: first, it is the rime of
year when the weather begins
to turn from scorching
summer to freezing winter,
and second, out of the rwo
world-turned-to-ice movies,
I liked this ride a lirrle better
than the other.
The
movie
centers
on a mysterious meteor
that strikes a small town,
suddenly freezing everything
like the crystal that made
Superman's Cave ofSolitude.
Charlie Ratchet, a local
handyman and convenient
dynamite owner, must brave
the elements to try and stop
the rock's abilities alongside
astrophysics grad student,

Alex Novak. All she wants
is to study the special space
rock and give the audience
some
pseudoscientific
reasoning as to why the plot
isn't as crazy as it seems.
The
rock
inexplicably
grows and shoots out cold
waves that freeze everything
unfortunate enough to get
caught in the fallout. There
are brief scenes in which rhe
meteorite shooting shards
of ice into the air, but those
are only used when the plot
begins ro drag.
After doing enough of
these reviews, I have learned
to stop expecting anything
except atrocious dialogue.
"lcetastrophe"
isn't
the
worst I have ever seen, but
it's still bad. It is passable
for all intents and purposes.
It's just filled with cliche
disaster movie tropes and
approximately 25 ice puns
throughout. Unfortunately,
it did nor even have the
worst ice puns I have ever
heard in a movie. That honor
is reserved for the 1997
classic, "Batman and Robin."
Readers who enjoy bad
movies with heavy ice motifs
should consider watching it.

Some
made-forrelevision
movies
have
decided
to
use
their
penchant for bad dialogue
and obviously fake effects
to create movies designed
to subrly make fun of their
peers, like the "Sharknado"
franchise
for
example.
"I cetastroph"
b ad
e
was
because throughout the
entire movie, I wasn't sure
if it was simply poorly
done or a meta-farce of
disaster movies. I hope that
it is the latter. There were no
radical scenes where aliens
came out, but the ending was
as close to Deus Ex Meteorite
as possible.
Every terrible movie
is like a snowflake (pun
intended). They are all
awful in their own way.
Most of them can still be
enjoyed like snow cones on
a summer day. Sure, there
isn't any nutritional value
to them; they're just ice
and sugar water. You could
even replicate them at home
with marginal results, but
when you want to have
fun with your friends, why
not
take
part
in
the silliness?

RACIST JOKE OR LAZY COMEDY?

L OL

Justin Lee Campbell
Columnist

Rapper and singer Nicki
Minaj will soon become
a television star in her
forthcomingABC Family (soon
to be Freeform) comedy series.
The as-of-yet-untitled sitcom
will chronicle her upbringing in
Queens, New York, following
her family's immigration from
Trinidad. Minaj's role in the
show is currently unknown. In
a recent episode of "The Ellen
Degeneres Show," Degeneres
presented a video sketch that
parodies the furure show.
The premise of the sketch is
that in a cheesy '90s sitcom
format, a young Minaj and
her parents wear oversized butt
pads to poke fun at Minaj's
popularly big behind. Critics of
Degeneres argue that the butt
of the joke, which they do not
find at all funny, is something
more serious than a simple
portrayal ofMinaj's large rear.
In an article on gawker.
com, Juzwiak (@RickJuz) asks
what exactly the joke ofthe skit
was. He offers the following

possibilities: Minaj has a big
butt, black people in general
have big butts or black women
have absurd bodies. (He
mentions another possibility,
but that one will come later.)
The correct answer is that the
joke ofthe skit was Minaj's butt
and not stereotypes of blacks
or black women specifically.
In addition to her artistry,
flashy garb and business
savvy, Minaj is widely known
for her bodacious bottom,
which Degeneres has spoofed
previously. In 2014, Degeneres
parodied Minaj's "Anaconda"
music video,which places her
butt on high display and has
garnered over half a billion
views, with her own version,
to which Minaj replied, "You
are hilarious!" In a Halloween
episode, Degeneres dresses
up like Minaj in a costume
with fake big boob cleavage
and big butt pads. A history
of
Degeneres
playfully
mocking Minaj provides a
telling context for the most
recent parody.
By calling the sketch
"at least casually racist,"

Juzwiak seems to indicate that
Degeneres was instead satirizing
black people's bodies. Others
agree. A Huffingron Post article
claims that the sketch "forgers
that black women's bodies are
no laughing matter" and that
the show's "producers and
writers think a sketch based
around making fun of a black
women's [sic) ass ... is just
some good-natured ribbing."
These critics are making the
mistake of conflating Minaj's
skin color with the sketch.
When the father enters the
scene carrying butt pads in
his khakis, the premise of the
sketch is reinforced: Minaj has
a really huge ass. Remember the
reference to the other possibility
that Juzwiak offered for what
the joke was? Well, here it
is: "that black dogs have big
butts?" At the end of the skit,
the Minaj family's dog joyfully
trots over ro them, revealing
custom-made bow-wow butt
pads. Since the dog is black, it's
racist, right?
The dog barks it all.
Degeneres is not stereotyping
blacks or implying that black

women's bodies are absurd. She
is simply continuing a streak of
satirical sketches about Minaj's
assets. At the very least (to use
Juzwiak's phrasing), Ellen is
implying that Minaj's body
is absurd, but given the past
positive interactions berween
the rwo, that is most likely not
the case.
However, there is a point
to be made about comedy. A
vox.com article argues that
"'The Ellen Show' reduced
Nicki Minaj to a butt joke."
While the article spins the
reductionist comedy as the
dehumanization of Minaj,
a more accurate assessment
is that the sketch was banal
and trite. The premise was
unfunny not because it
was racist or dehumanizing
but because that damn
derriere joke has been done
to death.
"They have big butts,"
said Degeneres after the
sketch. "That's the joke."
In another example of pop
culture paradox, that "joke" is
simultaneously true and false.
Welcome to show business!

By: Rowan Lynam//Online Content Director
A recent appearance by "Welcome to Night Vale" creatorsJoseph Fink andJeffery Cranor on "The Late Show with Stephen Colbert"
has led me to return to the dark, dreamy world of Night Vale. Set in a town somewhere in the American Southwest, the community radio style
podcast has amassed over 100 million downloads, prompted an international tour and inspired a book by the creators themselves. As I listened
intently, I thought to myself - as one does when pondering the multi-layered conspiracy-driven world of Night Vale - that everyone ought to be
tuning in to hear Cecil's smooth voice tell mysterious tales of dog parks, angels, voting correctly and the terror of the City Council. Here are five
reasons why you should plug in your headphones and take a trip to the city of Night Vale.
Night Vale is not
your average city. A
town where every
conspiracy theory is
true - from aliens
and government spies in
strangely painted helicopters
to the angels that changed
Old Woman Josie's light bulb
that one time - Night Vale's
fascinating goings on are just
daily occurrences. Night Vale's
website advises you to "rum
on your radio and hide" as
the rwice monthly broadcast
provides community news,
events, traffic coverage and
messages from the
Sheriff's Secret Police.

beautiful hair, is the only
member of Night Vale's
community who acknowledges
that anything is strange.
Cecil "fell in love with him
instantly," and listeners get to
eavesdrop on their slow-to
develop relationship as Carlos
inevitably falls for Cecil's
charm and even becomes
a guest on the radio show.
The rwist of playful romance
berween the rwo is not only
the cutest thing ever, but is
also one of the few instances
where Cecil feels truly human,
instead of an otherworldly
commentator who possibly has
a third eye.

Carlos, the handsome
scientist with the

Night Vale's chapter
on the NRA appears

early in the series with a
collection of bumper stickers
that read, "Guns don't kill
people, it is impossible to be
killed by a gun. We are all
impervious to bullets and
it's a miracle!" The sidebar
of dry political commentary
appears in scattered measure
throughout the series, but
when it happens it's sure ro
catch your attention.

The floating cat in the
men's bathroom at the
radio station is named
Kaushech. He's adorable. Cecil
feeds him regularly from the
sink, which he is able to reach
despite
being
completely
stationary mid-air.

Night Vale's Twitter
feed is a great bonus
feature with amazing
content ranging from
the strange to the amazingly
introspective. One morning
I woke up to this rweet: "If
you ever look at the sky,
doubting the existence of
other worlds, just know that
somewhere a creature looks
up at its sky, doubting
you." Another day I was
informed that the universe
is
"mostly void.
Some
stars." Later: "Tonight's full
moon has been brought
to you by Pepsi. Pepsi: We
Created the Moon and
We
Will
Eventually
Destroy It."
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NAME: Myra Ann Hounton
MAJOR: English
YEAR: Sophomore

HOROSCOPES:
DONALD
TRUMP EDITION

Pasatie111.pos
CROSSWORD

Across
1-_

~ Jan.
AQUARIUS
20- Feb. 19

acid (B vitamin)

6 - December day, briefly
10 - Compass reading
13 - Swahili for "freedom"

:l

2

14 - Polly, to Tom Sawyer
15 - Birthday treat
16 - Summer camp transport

17 - Evening, informally
18 - _ sow, so shall...
19 - OPEC member
20 - Person who rows
22 -About
24 - Begins
28 - Having a runny nose and

6

4

I:l

14

16

17

7

You think you're having a bad

► hair day?

I

8

~:,•PISCES

9

:
►
· Feb. 20 - March 20

•

ARIES

March 21 - April 20 ►

19

~TAURUS
April 21 - May 20

~.,

Build a wall across your feelings
rhis week.

This is the week to make your life
great again.

►

You will inherit a large sum of
money soon.

►

You're fired.

eyes

31
32
34
36

- Confidence
- Prefix meaning "false"
- Not 'neath
- Sturdy cart

,tiaEMINI

11~11,
; May 21-June 21
.J\\

'\•~
..."'
-..\.i
-.:. ~
~

37 - Emeritus: Abbr.
38 - Natural environment
4 I - 100 square meters
42 - That's_ haven't heard
44 - Absolutely!
4 5 - Clock faces
47 - In reserve
49 - Morals
51 - Lunatic
53 - Christian festival
56 - Panacea
59 - Actor Julia
61 - Sphere
64 - Et _ _ (and other men)

65 - Grimy
66 - Exhort
67 - Diner's card

u

~

1
j

!,

E

k

1: ..,.._...__....._

L __ . l __

_J__ _

3 - Pertaining to the moon

46 - Straddling
48 - It's bottled in Cannes
50 - Inert gaseous element
52 - Packs tightly
54 - Having auricular

23- Noway
25 - Countrified
26 - Former Russian rulers
27 - Eye problem
29- Damp
30 - Are we there _?
32 - Contour feather

4 - Blast furnace input
5 - Pool tool

70 - Worthless person

11 - Heavens

33 - Beer mug
35 - Like some tires

71 - Color anew

12 - !trybitry

37- Chamber

55 - Like lousy roads
57 - Util. bill
58 - Hokkaido native
60 - Dissolve, as cells

39 - Honey insect

61 - Except

1 - Seaweed

40 - Personal quirks

2 - Butler's love

21 - Court fig.

43 - Winter hanger

62 - Jackie's second
63 - Bigger than med.
65 -Type of mouse

3
4

6
3

9
8

7

1

0

2

8

a.

6

~0

4

:,

%

8

2

5 1

2

i::,

J'lC

C.

~

.£0
i::,

:,

Cf)

CAPRICORN

5

4

7

6

7

►

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

"Sometimes your best
investment is one you didn't
make." - Donald Trump

Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls and Matthew
Stapleton/ TimeOut Editor and News Editor
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3

0

5

~
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;

3

3

U2

~

a

'I

U2

~

6

:0
T:

►

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

week.

ctl

cri

Q)

Try not to date your daughter rhis

SAGITrABIVS

•

Contrary to popular bdief, your
dad is not an orangutan.

II)

1

(J

1:i:,

►

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

~-\

i

9

E

SCORPIO

~

~
(I)

7

►

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

~

► still tell people you're rich.
Be wary of drug lords.

~UBRA

...
~
. _,.:..,,.__
.
'-"~"-"
t._,

Be the frontrunner of your life!

If you declare bankruptcy, you can

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

Skill Level: ♦ ♦ ♦ ◊ ◊ ◊ 59- Constantly

7

8
9

►

1-

protuberances

15 - Baseless derogatory story
20 - Eventually

SUDOKU

LEO

r.. :-., \... July 23 -Aug. 23

..,,..,.--1-- +--+ - -

j

,

60

§

dramatist
69 - Overtime cause

Down

► Beware of Bushes and Berns.

;··~,;:.,..._.,, June 22 - July 22

6 - Place of contentment
7 - The Ghost and Mrs.
8 - Aardvark's prey
9 - Stalks
IO - KLM rival

68 - "Waiting for Lefty"
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